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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
As we approach the last quarter of the year it is appropriate to have a look at what
your organisation achieved during the past months. The highlight of the year was of
course the inauguration of the Medieval Chapel of Santa Cecilja and the publication of
the book by Dr David Mallia. We are very pleased to note that several functions have
been held there or are in the process of being held in this beautifully restored chapel.

Wirt Għawdex President
Mr.Franco Masini

We are also very pleased to have secured a management agreement with the Ministry for Gozo for the
Dar il-Gvernatur which is sited on the approach to Victoria. As will be recalled this building was
dismantled brick by brick and reconstructed a few meters away. This historical building is scheduled to
house our organisation’s offices and will play an important part in the coordination of the activities of
Wirt Għawdex . We are now waiting for all the structural work to be finished so that we can start on our
own plans for making full use of it. We are hopeful that this will take place before the end of 2012.

The restoration of the last of the Gozo boats has been effected and we now await the completion of the works on the Żewwieqa
project where this historic boat will finally find a home.
The inauguration of the Cittadella eco-gozo project took place on in the first week of September and we are very pleased to note
the increasing number of visitors to this site. We also launched a very attractive guide book which will serve to guide visitors and
which will also be an attractive souvenir of a visit to this site. The book by Godwin Vella, ably illustrated by Daniel Cilia , who both
volunteered time and expertise, is also one of a series of publications issued by Wirt Għawdex . The cost of this latest publication
was covered by a substantial donation by two life members of Wirt Għawdex and also by the generous sponsorship of Magro Bros.
-Savina Products and eco-gozo Directorate.
The series of lectures promoted by your organistion has proceeded as planned and we are now finalising a series for the next year.
Interesting subjects by authoritative lecturers will ensure that the series will maintain the interest shown in the past. The chapel of
Santa Cecilia has proved to be a very suitable venue for these lectures and we hope to keep up holding them there.
Whilst thanking our hardworking committee members I would like to appeal once again for other members to come forward as
volunteers to help us tackle an increasing workload.
Franco Masini
President

Wirt Għawdex (founded 1981)
The Feast of Santa Cecilia We are planning a celebration for
the Feast of Santa Cecilia on
Thursday, November the 22nd.
Plans are still not finalised but
watch out for further details
closer to the date. Our secretary
Betty will update you as usual.
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Mission Statement
“To Foster the
Knowledge of
And
Safeguard the Natural,
Archaeological,
Historical
and
Anthropological
Heritage
of the Islands of
Gozo and Comino.”

Our Sincere Thanks and Appreciation go to all those involved in the recent publication of our
Citadel site Guide Book. Without the innumerable hours volunteered by Godwin Vella for
the text and by Daniel Cilia for the design and pictures; and without the generous
sponsorships from Eco-gozo Directorate and Magro Brothers , this publication would not
have been made possible.
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From Australia to Dwejra . . . and back
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During the last one hundred and seventy years
little did change from the general aspect of the
rock. An interesting feature is however the
devise used to cross over from land to reach the
top of the islet that was and is still renowned
because of the growth of the ‘Fungus Melitensis ’
The lithograph is entitled ‘ General’s Rock, Gozo’ and its
dimensions are 112mm x 175mm.

Apart from Ggantija, the most popular subject
amongst artists of the nineteenth century who
painted or published prints of Gozo related
subjects was without any doubt the General’s Rock
in Dwejra or as it is more popularly known ‘Fungus
Rock’. A number of different versions exist as well
as a good number of copies of the same subject. I
have counted at least ten known different
engravings and lithographs of this subject the
earliest of which was published by Jean Houel in
1786.
The nineteen year old George French Angas, an
artist and a naturalist born in England but who
lived in Australia visited Malta, Gozo and Sicily. In
1842 he published his first book entitled ‘A Ramble
in Malta, and Sicily’. Being a very rare book, it is
not very much known. Among the lithographs
published in this book there is one featuring the
General’s Rock which I am reproducing with this
article
The printing process for creating a lithograph is
different from that used in producing engravings or
etchings since the print maker is not required to go
through the rather lengthy and complicated
process of etching the image onto the metal plate.
In lithography, the print maker uses a set of greasy
crayons or pencils to draw a mirrored image of the
artwork usually onto a smooth stone. Lithography
works on the principle that water and oil do not
mix. Using an oil based ink on the image, the ink
bonds with the equally greasy crayon lines. Water
is then wiped onto the unpainted areas to remove
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which gives the name to the rock. One could
cross over by means of a ‘cable car’ a small
wooden box hanging on two ropes and pulled by
means of a third rope. In the foreground of the
drawing Angas featured some people in
contemporary traditional costume.
Angas recounts how his work aroused interest
amongst the locals; “ At first the simple natives

could not understand what I was doing, but they
soon divined my purpose; and, on seeing the
representation on the paper, they screamed with
delight. I made signs to one of the women to sit on
a rock in the foreground, and introduced her into
the sketch I was taking. I soon had candidates
sufficiently numerous to fill up the canvas of a
historical picture, and by the time Mr S. arrived, I
had so fully gained their good feelings that they
were unwilling for me to leave them”.
This same sketch made by Angas on site today
forms part of the National Library of Australia
(nla.pic-an2903965-v)
together
with
other
drawings made by the same artist during his
sojourn in Malta. A copy of this drawing made by
Angas himself was acquired by Marchioness
Testaferrata.
Interestingly beneath the lithograph view one can
read the words ‘from nature and on stone by
George French Angas’ which means that both the
original design as well as the lithographic plate
were done by the same artist. In many instances
the artist creating the image and the print maker
would be two different individuals.
This article was written by John Cremona
Committee Member of Wirt Għawdex

We have recorded some events that you
may not have heard about but in which
Wirt Għawdex was actively involved in.
In May - the president of Wirt Għawdex,
presented a copy of the book ’The Church
of St Cecilia on the Island of Gozo’ to the
President of Malta. Dr. George Abela.
(from left the President of Malta,
Giovanni N Zammit, Daniel Cilia, Franco
Masini and David Mallia)

In JUNE - The Baron
Group held a business
conference at the
Santa Cecilia Chapel,
where they shared
with
a
visiting
Euro pea n
study
group, their upmarket
tourist services model
in Gozo under the banner ‘The Baron Experience’

In July – One of
the many visits
organized
by
local councils or
oganizations
from Gozo and
Malta
who
included
Santa
Cecilia Chapel in their day excursion.

Another familiar sight associated
with Wirt Għawdex is the Students. What better way to promote Gozo’s heritage than introducing young people to our sites.
Some of these students started by
doing placements with us, others
have stayed on and are now regular sitters at our sites. Here’s JenI’m Jennifer Mercieca, going on my 2nd year as a student at nifer and Maxine’s story and their
the 6th form post secondary school. I have been friends with connection with Wirt Għawdex .
Maxine for years and we do everything together so it was no
surprise that we both chose Wirt Għawdex as our placement for the systems
of knowledge project. We both are interested in protecting Gozo’s heritage
and following Wirt Għawdex mission statement. At first we started attending
lectures and after that we started opening the St. Cecilia Chapel for visitors. Some
tourists came by and we showed them around and told them about the history as
well. By the second week of August, my friends and I started to open up the silos,
gunpowder magazine and the shelters at the Cittadella for visitors. At this part of
the Citadel, it is much busier than the Chapel because visitors come almost every
5 minutes and usually in groups. We took turns showing them around. At first I
was really nervous but then I got the hang of it. I found out that people come from
many parts of Europe just to know about
our history. So why is it that many people
in Malta and Gozo don’t care? Most
Gozitans and Maltese don’t know how
much potential is hidden in our islands.
That’s where we come in acting as
responsible citizens. We need to raise
awareness and respect our history and
teach others why our history is so
important- because it makes us who we are
today. Maxine and I love reading about the
different eras that used to dominate the
Maltese Islands. We often make up stories
about how we would have lived if we were to have been born in the era of the
Knights of St. John and even during the British Rule. Among some of the
nationalities that came by were Italians, French, Spanish, British, Germans,
Hungarian and also Maltese. These past 9 months being part of Wirt Għawdex have
been wonderful because I felt I’ve been doing something for our country and the
public and I’m looking forward to spending more time to protect Gozo’s heritage.

In September – The Committee of
Guarantee
having
their
meeting at the
Santa Cecilia
Chapel. This
was the first
time
the
committee has
met in Gozo

Hi there, I’m Maxine. At the beginning of our year at school we
were told to choose an NGO for our Systems of Knowledge
project placement. My friend Jennifer and I once visited the
Citadel during our free time and I expressed a feeling that I would
have loved to know more on Gozo’s historical sites. I enjoy visiting
places of interest and also getting to know about its historical
details. As soon as I got to know about Wirt Għawdex and their
great work I took the opportunity and became a volunteer together with my friend.
We started our placement at the Santa Cecilia Chapel in Ghajnsielem. I was very
proud to look after the chapel and helping visitors to understand its unique
medieval origins. I really enjoyed myself talking to the visitors and explaining to them
the importance of this chapel since it is the only
medieval monument in Gozo. Most of the
visitors appreciated the intensive restoration
work done, it was in a very critical condition and
abandoned. We moved on to more of the
organisation’s heritage sites found in the
Citadel. It consists of four points of interests
which are the Gunpowder Magazine; World
War Two Shelters; Lower Battery and Knights’
Silos. We started to take numerous foreign
visitors around in groups and explain to them
the characteristics of each attraction. During
the tours I could imagine myself living here
during those times. I imagine a young boy taking the gunpowder in small barrels to
the cannons so as to fire cannon balls on to the enemy. Then I enter the Silos. I
can vividly imagine during the Knights of St.John era and see men transporting
sacks of grain so as to deliver to the population. When the British arrived in Malta
in early 1800, the silos were turned into water reservoirs as this suited more the
needs of the people of Gozo. Proceeding in the tunnel which leads to the Lower
Battery are the World War II Shelters. They were used as a bedroom for the soldiers
who were on duty. Imagine yourself living in a hole to protect our islands from
foreign invasion together with huge life risks because of the continuous air
bombardments! I have learned so much throughout this experience with Wirt
Għawdex and I want to continue with their excellent work to foster Gozo’s natural,
archeological, historical and anthropological patrimony.
●

In August
– Parroċċa
San Pawl
Na wf ra gu
Munxar
(Munxar
Parish)
organized a week of activites for local
children at the Mġarr ix-Xini Tower, which
included an overnight sleepover.

In September - Wirt Għawdex president, Mr Franco
Masini delivering a commemorative speech on the
occasion of ‘Jum il-Vittorji’ held in Victoria Gozo
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COMPETITION
Competition in this issue is:
By which two names is ‘the rock’
in Dwejra commonly known,
as mentioned in John Cremona’s
article on page 2?
The Winner of this competition wins a
Wine Hamper which is donated by our generous
sponsor Delicata Wines, producers of the finest Wines in Malta and Gozo .
Send in your right answers by not later than
The Editor
October 31st 2012, to :
Dar il-Lunzjata
Wied il-Lunzja
Alternatively email me the editor at:
Rabat VCT 1680
gwl_editor@wirtghawdex.org
Għawdex
Good Luck

The July-September edition of our
competition was won by Dr. Mario
Saliba of Nadur. Dr. Saliba correctly
answered the three landmarks
mentioned in John Cremona’s article
were: The Windmill, The Stone Circle
and the Church of St. Anthony the
Abbott. Well Done Mario and the
prize was presented by our
Membership Secretary, Betty Zammit.

We would like to advise you that, as of January 2013, our Newsletter will be sent out only
electronically. Our main aim for stopping the printing and mailing of hard copies (in
another paper bag) is the need to do our bit for the environment. I’m sure most of you are
aware of the fact that it takes from 17 to 23 trees to produce 1 ton of paper (depending on
quality of paper). We feel that by doing this, we will be contributing towards reducing that
need. This will also give us an opportunity to expand the Newsletter itself and include items
that we sometimes don’t have room for in its present format. Since we already send out all
our notices via e-mail we think that it would be a logical progression to send all news
updates and information in the same way. Of course, the Newsletter will also keep being
posted on our website and anyone can read it from there as well. Using our limited funds
efficiently is always important to us and this step will reduce our costs by eliminating the
postage for mailings. We will still print a few copies to fulfill our obligations such as copies
for libraries, collectors and those who cannot get e-mail access. If anyone has started using
an e-mail address since joining, please pass it on to us at our e-mail address at
membership@wirtghawdex.org so we can update our records.
Thank you all for your understanding and cooperation.
Betty

An Experience with Wirt Għawdex .
My name is Francesca Hili and I am a 6th form student. As an environmental NGO, Wirt Għawdex regularly offers us
students the opportunity to put what we learn throughout our Systems of Knowledge course into practice doing
voluntary work with them and this year, together with 5 other students, I decided to do my voluntary work with this
NGO. I didn’t know Wirt Għawdex existed before the day that Betty and Giovanni came to school to explain to us what
Wirt Għawdex consists of when we were all still trying to decide where to do our voluntary work. I was given various
interesting tasks such as helping to restore an old church door that is now on display at the Santa Cecilia chapel. I also
attended several lectures to help with tasks that needed to be done while unconsciously I was learning new
information that I would never have learnt if not from these lectures. The most interesting task was guiding people
around the gunpowder magazine and battery and the silos. First we helped clean them but then we started to spend a
few mornings there and help interested tourists visiting the sites by answering their questions as best we could. I got
to do my part in promoting our Gozitan heritage while I myself learnt more about it.

You too can take an active part in Wirt Għawdex, whether it is in the
committee or as the occasional sitter, contact us on: info@wirtghawdex.org
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